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From your Editor

S

ometimes, maybe even often, things don’t turn out the way that we expect. (I can hear a collective “DUH!”) And, as often as naught, the results aren’t always the way that we want—disappointment. I’m a big fan of failure as the road to success. So, we should be about screwing
things up so that we can come out on top? Messing with circumstances is not the same as failing.
Deliberate sabotage can be quite successful, even if not very nice. Failure is the inability to accomplish, even in the face of the best of effort.
One of my biggest failures was flunking out of college. I was not emotionally prepared for the
effort. I studied hard and gave it my best, but it wasn’t enough. The world was too big and scary.
I couldn’t settle into the content of my studies. After three years of steady decline in my grades,
I received a slip of pink paper from the university, telling me that I could no longer take classes
without improvement and that improvement would need to come from elsewhere. I was devastated.
What did I do? I did take some classes from the Oregon Department of Continuing Education, and
brought my grades up to a satisfactory level, but I also joined the Navy. Four years later, after doing
my part in the Vietnam war, and getting married, I returned to Eugene, much matured and a very
different person. I finished my degree and graduated. My original failure provided the base for a
greatly expanded Albert and eventual success.
“And we know that all things work together for good to those who love God, to those who are
the called according to His purpose.” (Romans 8:28). Our loving parent takes care of us. If
we don’t care to cooperate, it stands to reason that we might have a bit more trouble than we
would otherwise, no matter how persistent that parent is. But the point is, there is a remedy for
disappointment.
Expectations are not guarantees of outcome, just as disappointment is not the end of everything.
To appreciate the highs we have to experience the lows; and to manage the lows, the highs must be
a part of our vision. How deeply do we love? Do we continue to desire and support in the face of
betrayal, or do we abandon ship in the face of distress? How deeply are we loved and understood,
even when we are hateful and ignorant? The message of the Spirit is simply this—perfect love
avails everything. Even when we are, in our weakness, unable to love, there is a God who loves us
perfectly. There is a God who fills us with anticipation, and who comforts and redirects when we
wind up in the ditch.
Blessings and consolations,
Albert
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In the Interim - Comments from Joan
As you are reading this, we are well into the season of Lent. During Lent this year, the our wall in
the St. Augustine’s Narthex is featuring a variety of spiritual practices which are used by members of
the congregation to engage with God. Spiritual practices are often thought of as limited to prayer
and even only to formal prayer. In reality, spiritual practices can encompass many things, however
you find that you connect with God.
I can classify my own spiritual practices under the headings of head, heart, and hands. Sometimes
one aspect is stronger than the others, and sometimes they are more equal. So, for example, right
now I am committed to reading an hour per day of some book that enlarges my view of God, the
Church, and the world—the head portion of my practice. In addition, I spend intentional time in
prayer for the heart portion and take daily walks in the woods on Whidbey as the hands—or in this
case the feet—portion. I have done a variety of things over the last many years, but this is my practice now.
For some people variety is the key, for others it is consistency. I know people who have had the
same deep spiritual practice for many years. They find meaning in the consistency and know that
their practice is a reliable way to meet God. For others, myself included, a varied practice that includes experimentation and change seems more satisfying. There is no one right way to enhance
your spiritual life. I believe that we all know whether the practice in which we engage is the one for
us at the time.
The way to find the practice that is for you is to begin with prayer. Ask God and then wait in silence until you have an inkling of what direction God is leading. You will probably not get a fully-developed practice immediately, but will have a sense of what appeals to you. Trust your instinct
and try it out. A word of caution—if you try a new spiritual practice, keep at it for a significant
period of time, e.g. daily for a month, to test whether it really is for you. There are literally infinite
ways to engage with God, as many as there are human beings. There is no “right” way, only the way
that is right for you.
Joan
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F

ifty years ago, conservationist Rachel Carson sounded an alarm about the impact of humans
on the natural environment with her book Silent Spring. The title made reference to the loss
of birds singing in natural habitats because of overuse of pesticides. Her book spawned the
modern conservation movement.
New research published in Science, October 4, 2019, reports that bird populations have plummeted in the past fifty years, dropping by nearly three billion birds across North America, a decline of
29 percent from when Carson’s book was published. The article by Ken Rosenberg, the study’s lead
author and a senior scientist at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology and the nonprofit American Bird
Conservancy, states the the decline could significantly affect the continent’s food webs and ecosystems. “We’re talking about pest control, we’re talking about pollination [and] seed dispersal,” he
says, referring to the roles birds play in ecosystems. It is relatively easy to monitor birds, he adds;
their presence or absence in a habitat can be a useful indicator of other environmental trends. Based
on the article’s results, “We can be pretty sure that other parts of the ecosystem are also in decline
and degradation.”
On October 10, 2019 the National Audubon Society released a groundbreaking climate report—
”Survival by Degrees: 389 Bird Species on the Brink.” David Yarnold, CEO and president of
Audubon, stated that “Two-thirds of America’s birds are threatened with extinction from climate
change, but keeping global temperatures down will help up to 76 percent of them. There’s hope in
this report, but first, it’ll break your heart if you care about birds and what they tell us about the
ecosystems we share with them. It’s a bird emergency.”
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In Washington State, Audubon scientists determined that changing climate, habitat, and land-use
conditions associated with 3.0 degree C warming could affect 54% of the 296 species in our state.
In addition to changing habitat conditions, specific threats associated with climate change, such as
extreme spring heat and fire weather, will increase impacts to many climate-vulnerable birds. These
impacts will be felt on a variety of species like the Rufous Hummingbird and Sage Thrasher, as well
as the Dark-eyed Junco and Red-breasted Nuthatch. However, Audubon’s science shows that limiting warming to 1.5 degree C would more than halve the average risk of climate change-related
threats to birds across the state.
“This report shows just how important the choices we make today are for the
birds and people who call Washington State home,” said Charley Wilkinson,
interim executive director of Audubon Washington. “We have a responsibility to turn understanding into action by pursuing legislative policies and
conservation practices that will help us avoid some of the worst impacts of
climate change.”
“Climate change is coming home to roost,” said Commissioner of Public
Lands Hilary Franz, the elected official who oversees the Washington State
Department of Natural Resources. “This report shows how vulnerable Washington’s bird species
are if temperatures continue to rise. That is why we must all act now and act together. By reducing
emissions and protecting habitat, public lands will be a valuable resource in the fight against climate
change and the preservation of Washington’s birds.”
Dark-Eyed Junco

Island County Effects
Season

Winter
Summer

High
Vulnerability
Species
5
24

Moderate
Vulnerability
Species
23
48

Low
Vulnerability
Species
43
29

Stable Species

81
34

Audubon has five key steps individuals can take to lessen their impact on the environment:
1. Reduce your use of energy at home and ask your elected officials to support energy-saving
policies that reduce the overall demand for electricity and that save consumers money.
2. Ask your elected officials to expand consumer-driven clean energy development that grows
jobs in your community—such as solar or wind power.
3. Reduce the amount of carbon pollution released into the atmosphere. In order to drive down
carbon emissions, we will need innovative economy-wide solutions that address every sector
of the economy, such as a fee on carbon. Another option is to address carbon emissions one
sector at a time, such as setting a clean energy standard for electricity generation.
4. Advocate for natural solutions, from increasing wetlands along coasts and rivers that absorb
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Birds at Risk: continued

soaking rains to protecting forests and grasslands that are homes to birds and serve as carbon
storage banks and putting native plants everywhere to help birds adapt to climate change.
5. Ask elected leaders to be climate and conservation champions.
We are the stewards of creation; now is our time to be the good stewards.
Further reading:
https://www.audubon.org/climate/survivalbydegrees/visualizer
https://www.audubon.org/climate-action-guide
Resources
“Decline of the North American Avifauna,” Kenneth V. Rosenberg, et al, Science, 04 Oct 2019, Vol. 366, Issue 6461, pp. 120-124
“Survival by Degrees: 389 Bird Species on the Brink,” https://www.audubon.org/climate/survivalbydegrees
“Silent Skies: Billions of North American Birds Have Vanished,” Jim Daley, September 19, 2019, Scientific American

Red-Breasted Nuthatch

Photograph by Albert Rose
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Bill Skubi

BUMPER STICKER THEOLOGY
The Great English Value Inversion
We are Not Human Beings Having a Spiritual Experience,

T

We are Spiritual Beings Having a Human Experience.

he above is from an actual bumper sticker I read once in traffic. I haven’t seen it since, but it
has stuck with me. It is set up in typical parable form—not that (the usual way of thinking
of things), but this (a contrasting, novel way of seeing things that brings a flash of insight).

Flash of insight is the operative phrase here, because language is a social experience, and if there is a
consensus that we are “human beings,” it takes effort and singular conviction to maintain a contrary
definition no matter how true you may think it is. Eventually common usage will prevail.
To illustrate, I would like to consider two common English words: silliness and business. If asked to
rate these words by their gravity and positive connotation, business would far outweigh silliness.

In my homeroom in high school was an earnest young scholar named Tom Silliman. It seemed
incongruous that this sober, thoughtful, humble, and obviously brilliant National Merit Scholar
would have such a last name. Only years later, after making a study of languages, would I realize
that silly in English has the same root as selig (soulful) in German, and that up until the 17th century
in rural England and the American colonies silliman was a common word for preacher.
Business is a whole different story. In England before 1500, business would have denoted both
restless anxiety and the taint of gainful pursuit (gentle people of quality would never stoop so low).
But the mercantile revolution changed everything. The growing merchant and middle classes in
England embraced industry and puritanism as two sides of the same coin.
In the King James Bible, Jesus proclaimed that the silly Mary was more blessed than the busy
Martha. But within 150 years the relative value of behaviors demonstrated by these two women
would be forever inverted in our English-speaking world.
As we move forward with planning for our church in the months ahead, doubtless spending a lot of
time on business and budgets, we must also choose “that good part, which shall not be taken away.”
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Kathryn Rickert

Lament
Praying our Disappointments

L

ament is talking back to God from out of our distress and intimate trust that God is willing
to hear us at our worst yet stay with us through all things. While it might seem particularly
appropriate for Lent, the woes of the world are not limited to any time of year.

This honest, intimate, daring, trusting kind of conversation is an important aspect of how the
“friends of God” in Scripture deal with their disappointments. It’s not everything—there is more
to it—but crying out to God in distress is the place to begin with our disappointments. These kinds
of prayers and conversations honor and witness to the distress of both the innocent and the guilty.
They also indicate an intimacy (in the human/Divine relationship) of trust and concern that we all
need when we are disappointed, grieving, angry, longing, or afraid.
The “friends of God” do not hold back from expressing clearly to God their distress over many
kinds of disappointment:
Abraham

But Abram said, “Lord God, what can you possibly give me, since I still have no
children?” [This is the fourth time of asking!] Genesis 15:2

Moses

The Lord was outraged, and Moses was upset. Moses said to the Lord, “Why have
you treated your servant so badly? And why haven’t I found favor in your eyes, for you
have placed the burden of all these people on me? Did I conceive all these people?
Did I give birth to them, that you would say to me, ‘Carry them at the breast, as a
nurse carries an unweaned child,’ to the fertile land that you promised their ancestors?
Where am I to get meat for all these people? They are crying before me and saying,
‘Give us meat, so we can eat.’ I can’t bear this people on my own. They’re too heavy
for me. If you’re going to treat me like this, please kill me. If I’ve found favor in your
eyes, then don’t let me endure this wretched situation.” Numbers 11:10b-15

Hannah

Hannah was very upset and couldn’t stop crying as she prayed to the Lord. Then
she made this promise: “Lord of heavenly forces, just look at your servant’s pain and
remember me! Don’t forget your servant!” I Samuel 1:10-11

Jonah 		

Jonah prayed to the Lord his God from the belly of the fish:
“I called out to the Lord in my distress, and he answered me.

		

From the belly of the underworld I cried out for help;
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you have heard my voice.” Jonah 2:1b-2

The Psalmist 17:6 I cry out to you because you answer me.
			

So tilt your ears toward me now—

			

listen to what I’m saying!

		

18:6 In my distress I called upon the Lord;

			

to my God I cried for help.

			

From his temple he heard my voice,

			

and my cry to him reached his ears.

Jesus			

“My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” Matt. 27:46

If talking back to God is okay with God, as it seems to be in the examples above, so is talking back
to each other and witnessing each other’s laments. As North American Christians we’ve picked up
the idea that lament is the same as whining and is never, ever okay!
Whining and lament are very different kinds of expression. Whiners
are not interested in change, are unwilling to take the risks necessary in
intimate relationships, and have little interest in hearing any response to
their protests beyond getting what they want.
A lament is based upon a trusting mutual relationship in which
vulnerability is weighed against disappointment. A lament doesn’t work
as a lament apart from this intimate balance of need, risk, trust, and care.
Lamenters are opened to new possibilities by this experience of sharing their
disappointments with God and with each other.
Part of what we gain from lamenting our own disappointments is insight into how other folks deal
with theirs. As we move through these times of transition, we are reminded that everyone deals
with disappointments . . . everyone. We are disappointed about very different things. But whatever
our disappointments may be, we all need our distress to be heard, honored, and responded to.
Another thing we notice about disappointments after a while, is that no matter what happened
and who may be at fault or who has been harmed, the powerful experience of having our
disappointments being taken seriously does a LOT to set us upon a path that eventually leads to
healing and reconciliation. This is especially true when that involves changing our minds and hearts
(AKA repentance).
“We thank you for those disappointments and failures that lead us to acknowledge our
dependence on you alone ….” Book of Common Prayer 865
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Introducing a New Gathering...

•

hors d’oeuvres & the word
Food for body & soul
Enjoy appetizers & wine pairing
Listen to the word, chew on it, dialogue about it, apply it

An eight-week study called Métamorphoses: Life Transformation in Paul’s letter to the Ephesians,
facilitated by Rev. Dr. Chris Breuninger

Tuesdays at St Augustine’s, beginning March 17, 4:30-6:00pm
Come to one, come to all, invite a friend!

March 17 M E N U
HORS d‘OEUVRES
Smoked salmon and caper spread over baguette

THE WORD
Appreciating Your Identity
Ephesians 1:1-14

Campuget Rose
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WINE PAIRING

God’s Disappearing Creatures

The Emperor Penguin:

Climate Change is Dethroning
an Antarctic Icon
Ted Brookes

T

he emperor penguin is the largest living penguin species, standing around 3.8 feet
tall. They usually mate for life and work together to keep their young fed and safe. All
penguins are somewhat clumsy on land, but they are brilliant swimmers. Emperors have
the deepest and longest dives of any bird, often reaching depths of over 650 feet.
Emperors are well adapted to thrive in the freezing conditions of the Antarctic. To preserve heat, they have
a dense layer of feathers, larger fat reserves, and proportionately smaller beaks and flippers compared to
other penguins.
Emperor penguins are a vital part of the Antarctic food chain—they eat creatures like squid and small fish,
and are an important source of food for predators like leopard seals and large sharks.
Emperor penguins may be the only bird never to set foot on land, as their colonies are on the sea ice, and
they even breed on the frozen sea.
Emperor population has declined by up to 50% in some places and one colony off the Antarctic Peninsula
has disappeared completely. The biggest threat to this species right now is climate change, warming
conditions that impact the sea ice they depend upon.
Here are some specific effects climate change has had on the emperor penguin population in the Antarctic:
• A May 2019 study found that the colony at Halley Bay has suffered catastrophic breeding failure
during the past three years due to record low sea ice and early breakup.
• The emperor penguin colony featured in the film “March of the Penguins” has declined by more
than 50% and the Dion Island colony off the Antarctic Peninsula has disappeared.
• A 2017 study projected that without large-scale cuts in carbon pollution, emperor penguins could
experience a global population decline of 40% to 99% over the next three generations.
The Center for Biological Diversity has long fought for Endangered Species Act protection for the emperor
penguin. In 2011, the Center petitioned the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to protect the emperor penguin
under this act. The agency agreed with the Center’s assessment, but to date no action has been taken by the
government. l
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Walking with the Celtic Saints

Saint Brioc of Brittany
Ted Brookes

O

ver the past several months in this column, we have been on a virtual
spiritual hike with the Seven Founder Saints of Brittany. As we near the
end of this venture, and some of us embark on a real pilgrimage to Brittany
in June, we remember that these Celts, mostly Irish and Welsh, brought their brand
of Christianity to the people of Brittany. At the same time, they established many
monasteries that served as great religious and education centers, some of which remain
today and stand as vivid testimony to their work on God’s behalf.

It is also important to remember that many of these saints were evangelizing at about the same time in
history and knew each other—a spiritual fraternity dedicated to bringing the Good News of Christ to the
pagan Celts of Brittany. One of the most venerated of these saints, particularly in Cornwall and Tréguier
(in Brittany), is Saint Brioc.
Brioc was a 5th century Welsh monk who was born around 420 in Ceredigion, Wales. He was the son of
a nobleman, Cerpus, and his wife Eldruda. Before he was ten, Brioc was sent to Paris to be educated by
St. Germanus of Auxerre in the company of St. Patrick and St. Illtud. He was eventually ordained a priest
there, but by the age of 25, he felt it was time to return home to Wales.
In Ceredigion, Brioc set about the task of converting the locals to Christianity from a monastic center he
established at Llandyfriog. Later, he sailed to Italy with 168 followers on a religious pilgrimage. When
the sea journey proved too rough, the travelers landed in Cornwall, where they encountered the pagan
King Conan. Brioc soon converted the monarch and the rest of the royal court before pressing on to the
European continent. He crossed the English Channel to Brittany and landed at Finistère. From there, he
and his companions moved up the River Jaudy and established a monastery at Tréguier.
Later, Brioc, hearing about a pestilence in Wales, decided to return to his home, leaving his new monastery
in the hands of his nephew Tudgual (another Founder Saint), while ministering to his people during the
plague.
Brioc soon returned to Brittany, and with 84 companions traveled to the mouth of the River
Gouët. There he met King Riwal, who turned out to be his cousin. The king gave Brioc his own home,
the “Hall of the Champ du Rouvre,” and removed the royal court to nearby Licelion. Brioc was then
obligated to visit King Childebert of the Franks in order to confirm his grant. He traveled to Paris with
Samson and other bishops to complete this task. Slowly, Brioc’s men built a monastic complex around
their new hall and this became the great monastery of Saint-Brieuc.
Brioc died in his monastery at Saint-Brieuc in 510. His relics are currently interred there. He is credited
with stopping the plague in Wales, and because of the legend regarding his great charity, Brioc is
considered the patron saint of purse-makers. His feast day is May 1st.
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Our Lenten Wall

T

he Anglican roots of our Episcopal tradition contain a remarkable capacity for drawing
together into faith- communities people who do not necessarily agree fully with each other
about things theological. Some, perhaps many, see this capacity as a sign of weakness and
clear lack of faith; others see it as a strong indication of faithful humility and trust in the wisdom of
divine compassion. The latter know that however it is that anyone experiences and understands God
to be present in their lives, no one else has exactly the same experience or understanding of God. Thus,
they are more than willing to gratefully experience and understand God as they do, without making inclusion in the faith-community contingent upon full agreement in things theological. Thus
we describe ourselves as Christians, followers of Jesus, who are members of this Episcopal Church,
but each of us does this our own way.

Our Lenten Wall for 2020 is an example of such a range of experiences and understandings of the presence of God
in our lives. These five panels contain descriptions from ten anonymous individuals who are members of the Body
of Christ here at St. Augustine’s in-the-Woods. In their own words, each person shares something of themselves and
their faith with the rest of us. And the sidebars on each panel provide examples of the various practices mentioned.
This gathering together of the personal into a faith-community, the Body of Christ, is fed by the growth of our
spiritual lives throughout the week. And that growth is nurtured by a very wide range of regular spiritual practices.
They include Morning Prayer, Evening Prayer, Compline, Noon Day Prayers, Daily Devotions, quiet time,
mealtime prayers, meditation, sacred walking, centering prayer, music, Lectio Divina, the Rule of St. Benedict,
service to others (human and animal), creative acts, prayer journaling . . . .
There may be as many different types of spiritual practice as there are people who use them. The important aspect
is that these practices nurture and sustain both our personal spiritual lives and the worship and service of our faith
community.
So what comes from this sharing of regular spiritual practices? What do we learn from seeing the many ways in
which different members of the congregation nurture their spiritual lives?
First, we come to know our community more deeply, and perhaps appreciate more fully who it is that we, St.
Augustine’s in-the-Woods Episcopal Church . . . who we are. We may presume less and be moved to gratitude for
the powerful variations of faith present among us.
And second, seeing more of this spectrum of difference, we may also go on to see that these differences are strengths
rather than a cause for concern, not things to be gotten rid of. We may see that while our differences do not necessarily
make things easy, they provide valuable resources for faith and ministry.
Lastly, we might see in these various spiritual practices something new to us, something we may want to consider as
a means of refreshment or revision of our own personal spiritual practices.
So, please take a look at the Lenten Wall for 2020, and seeing who we are, give thanks for the many ways that we
experience and understand God to be present among us in this place.
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In-House @ St.Augie’s
REFLECTIONS
Rev. Dr. Chris Breuninger

Lenten Housecleaning

I

n my house there are corners in the closets my vacuum seldom visits. Due to haste or neglect,
dust collects in those pockets, breeding tiny bugs that look like monsters under a microscope.
To slay those dust monsters, we periodically roll up our sleeves for a deep-clean to freshen up
the nooks and crannies that we normally overlook.
Just as our homes need an occasional deep-clean, so do our souls need a periodic housecleaning.
Lent is a season for spiritual housecleaning. During Lent we are invited to enter more intentionally into the disciplines of prayer, self-examination, and repentance for the purpose of renewal and
restoration.
Many of us have a hard time admitting that our house is messy. We have many ways of distracting
ourselves from knowing the truth about ourselves. During Lent we are called to be honest about the
ways in which we have given ourselves over to distraction and half-truths and have allowed the dust
monsters to proliferate in the dark corners of our souls.
Oftentimes, the practice of Lent has been reduced to the question “What are you giving up for
Lent?” This is a fine question, but it can only take us so far. The real challenge of the Lenten season
is “how will I clear out the clutter in my life? What spiritual disciplines will I practice that will open
up space for God to create a clean heart and new spirit in me?”
Thomas Merton, in his work Seasons of Celebration, turns to the Gospel of St. John to describe the
Lenten process of conversion and transformation—“Every dead branch will be purged, while every
good branch will be pruned so as to bring forth more fruit.” (John 15:1). Reflecting on that passage,
Merton suggests that while fasting and self-denial are vital expressions of Lenten spirituality, what
matters most is the fruit of those practices, our faithful and Spirit-empowered efforts to share the
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fullness of God’s life and love in our broken world.
Lenten spirituality entails more than giving up French fries, coffee, or chocolate for a few weeks. It’s
a season for housekeeping through honest self-examination. It’s a time to acknowledge any disordered appetites and to seek God’s mercy and grace to make progress in overcoming their negative
effects so that we can pursue the process of becoming formed into the image and likeness of Jesus.
So as you do some housekeeping, keep your eyes on the prize. Don’t deny the sin that weighs you
down, but don’t fixate on your sin. Instead, fix your eyes on your savior who continues to save you
and who invites you deeper into God’s transforming love and healing grace so that you might share
the fruit of love, joy, peace, patience, and kindness with others.

Where is June Cleaver when we need her?
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VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP

Susan Sandri Senior Warden
Barry Haworth Junior Warden
Nancy Ruff Treasurer

GARDENS
Diana Klein Contact

COLUMBARIUM
Beverly Babson Coordinator

VESTRY

ENDOWMENT FUND

Mic Kisinger, Bill Skubi, Susan Sandri, Joan Johnson,
Meade Brown, Barry Haworth, Celia Metz Clerk

Stephen Schwarzmann Chair

CONVENTION

EPISCOPAL PEACE FELLOWSHIP
Dick Hall Contact

Gail Corell, Brian Reid, Maureen Masterson, Dann
Jergenson Delegates
Devon Irmer, Kathryn Beaumont Alternate Delegates

TABULATORS
Br. Richard Tussey Lead Tabulator

LECTORS
Nancy Ruff Coordinator, Margaret Schultz 8:00,
Eileen Jackson 10:30 Scheduling

EUCHARISTIC VISITORS
Albert Rose, Margaret Schultz, Diane Lantz

GREENING
Ted Brookes Chair, Celia Metz Secretary

SUNDAY COFFEE HOUR
Pat Brookes 8:00, Open 10:30 Coordinators

INTEGRITY
Mic Kissinger Convener

MISSION SUNDAY OFFERING
Brian Reid Chair

STEWARDSHIP

WORSHIP LEADERS

Dann Jergenson Chair

Margaret Schultz 8:00, Eileen Jackson 10:30
Scheduling

Chris Lubinski Convener

ALTAR GUILD
Frank Shirbroun Contact

CHOIR
David Locke Parish Musician

SOPHIA SINGERS
Melisa Doss, Carole Hansen Coordinators

QUIET TIME
SCHOLARSHIP
Joan Johnson Chair

ADULT FORUMS
Ted Brookes Director

CARING MINISTRY
Eileen Jackson Chair

EDUCATION FOR MINISTRY
Melisa Doss Mentor

GREETERS
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March Calendar
EVENTS

BIRTHDAYS

2. Frederic Hostetler, Sarah Parker, Fireside
Spirituality 10A, Evensong 5:30P
3. Gail Corell, Adult Formation 2:30P, Quiet
Time for Meditation 7P
4. Devon Irmer, Narcotics Anonymous 7P
5. Peter Schlagel Kinkaid,
Lenten Taize Service 6P
7. Bagels & Spiritual Teaching 10A, Salish Sea
Concert - Burney’s Travels 7:30P
8. Megan Parker
9. Sara Ames, Fireside Spirituality 10A, Evensong 5:30P
10. Mic Kisinger, Quiet Time for Meditation 7P
11. Narcotics Anonymous 7P
12. Lenten Taize Service 6P
14. Bagels & Spiritual Teaching 10A, Salish Sea
Concert - Giuliani & Friends 7:30P
15. The Rev. Rachel Taber-Hamilton
16. Bert Speir, Fireside Spirituality 10A, Evensong 5:30P
17. Kathryn Rickert, Mary Laissue, Word &

ANNIVERSARIES

Hors d’Oeuvres 4:30P, Quiet Time for Meditation 7P
18. Vestry Meeting 4:30P, Narcotics Anonymous 7P
19. Caring Ministry Meeting 1:30P, Lenten
Taize Service 6P
20. Diane Lantz
21. Bill Skubi, Mare Chapman, Quiet Time
Lent 9A, Underground Concert 7:30P
22. Sue Idso
23. Fireside Spirituality 10A, Evensong 5:30P
24. The Rev. David Close, Word & Hors d’Oeuvres 4:30P, Quiet Time for Meditation 7P
25. Narcotics Anonymous 7P
26. Lenten Taize Service 6P
27. Dallas Viall
28. Grafton Grimm,
Bagels & Spiritual Teaching 10A
30. Fireside Spirituality 10A, Evensong 5:30P
31. Word & Hors d’Oeuvres 4:30P, Quiet Time
for Meditation 7P

SERVICE SCHEDULE
Sunday

8:00 am Eucharist Rite I (followed by coffee/fellowship and Adult Forums)
10:30 am Eucharist Rite II (with music, church school & child care, followed by coffee/fellowship)
Monday
5:30 pm Solemn Evensong (with incense)
Wednesday

10:00 am

Eucharist and Holy Unction (prayers for healing)
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Ted Brookes Presents

Adult Forums: March

M

arch is often a confusing month in the Pacific Northwest in general and on Whidbey
Island specifically. We never know where the weather is going to fall between the “lamb
versus lion” predictions. Let’s hope March will bring us gentle lamb treatment after a
horrific rainy, windy, and sometimes snowy winter.
Meanwhile, the Sunday adult forum slate for March is guaranteed to focus on a gentle, thoughtful,
and self-reflective set of Lenten themes. The first two Sundays will be a continuation of our Bible
study series “Jesus and the Gospels,” with Mark writing about Jesus as a teacher and the role of his
disciples in the first episode. The second episode will show how Mark prepared his readers for Jesus’
passion and death. The third Sunday will feature Rev. Canon Joan Anthony’s talk on the Apostles’
Creed and the Nicene Creed, and what they mean to us as living articles of faith. On the fourth
Sunday we will unveil the first part of a two-part PBS film titled “Undercover in the Jungle.” This
is the amazing story of a wildlife paradise in a remote area of Ecuador where filmmakers and naturalists captured exotic and endangered animals through a series of strategically placed cameras.
The final Sunday in March is reserved for an especially relevant presentation given by the Diocesan Chair of the Budget and Finance Committee, Rev. Canon Dennis Tierney. He will discuss
the diocesan budget and where our assessment dollars go. He will also talk about congregational
finances.
Specific forum dates, subject matter, and presenters/hosts are provided below:
1 March - Gospel of Mark-Teacher and Disciples. The drama of discipleship in Mark’s narrative
instructs readers concerning their allegiance to Jesus. Readers are to imitate Jesus and not his first
followers. Ted Brookes presents.
8 March - Gospel of Mark-Passion and Death. In this episode, Mark has prepared his readers for Jesus’ suffering and death by a series of prophetic statements; but the importance of Jesus’
death, and the way he died, is shown by the amount of attention Mark gives to Jesus’ last days. Ted
Brookes presents.
15 March - Creeds of Our Faith. We’ll look at the most familiar creeds, the Apostles’ and the
Nicene, and explore the theology and history behind each. Questions such as what is the Filioque
clause and why is it important? Why does the Apostles’ Creed begin with “I believe,” while the
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Nicene Creed begins with “We believe”? What does it mean to
“believe” in the context of the creeds? Rev. Canon Joan Anthony
presents.
22 March - Undercover in the Jungle, Part 1. In Ecuador’s
Amazon basin there is a special patch of jungle that is a living,
breathing, green metropolis of life. It is an untouched, secluded
wilderness teeming with biodiversity, only accessible by boat. Follow a team of naturalists and filmmakers on a revolutionary mission to capture the intimate behaviors of the wildlife who dwell
here by installing a network of more than 50 remotely operated
cameras, from the dark rainforest floor to the tangled canopy 300
feet in the air. By filming 24/7 for an entire month, the crew captures the lives of exotic creatures and discovers the incredible tricks
these animals use to survive in this extreme jungle. From agile
pygmy marmosets and boisterous howler monkeys, to solitary
pumas and mesmerizing leaf-cutter ants, meet a cast of remarkable animal characters carving out a
living in this incredible tropical world. Ted Brookes presents.
29 March - A Financial Trinity (Part 1): We are a wealthy parish but have struggled with budget
deficits for seven years. How did we get here? What are we doing to meet the challenge and what
more can we do? In Part I we will explore our actions to create a balanced budget for 2020 and the
impact these actions will have on our growth and mission. Part II in April will bring the Diocesan
“part of the picture” into view as well as some general conversation about parish financing. In May,
Part III will discuss our Endowment Funds and possible paths to sustainability. Each part will be
repeated during the 10:30 coffee hour for those who miss the Forum. The Vestry presents.
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Goals for St. A’s

ur Diocese requires that the Mutual Ministry Agreement between the Interim Rector and
Parish must contain up to three goals for the Parish during the transition period. These goals
address the relationships among the Interim, Vestry, and Parish during the first six months and
describe the specific roles of each in progressing toward accomplishing these goals. At least one goal
must relate to or address how the diocesan vision in the local context will be implemented. The
Vestry and Rev. Canon Joan Anthony finalized the goals and activities and they are printed below. We will all be involved as we move forward to pursue successful completion of these goals.

Goal #1: Build a Reconciled Community Going Forward – Keep it Positive!
We will provide opportunities for connection between parish members to facilitate communication,
healing, and fellowship. (This goal is associated with direction from the Bishop to promote
congregational reconciliation during the Interim period.)
a. Initiate a variety of neighborhood gatherings to allow deeper connections among the 		
members of the parish. Deliberately include newcomers in these activities. Examples might
include meeting for coffee, nature walks, potluck meals, house blessings, etc.
			
Congregational Role: Participate
			
Vestry Role: Encourage, Recruit, Host
			
Interim Role: Attend
b. Start different types of men’s and women’s groups to afford parishioners the
opportunity to use their skills and gifts. Examples might include an invitation to participate on
various committees and ministries, in faith formation activities, choir, etc.
			
Congregational Role: Participate, Leadership		
			
Vestry Role: Encourage, Support, Leadership, Financial Support
			
Interim Role: Serve as a Resource, Support
c. Promote an improved parish climate through education, spiritual growth, outreach, visits,
sermons, etc. Offer a service/ritual of reconciliation to the congregation and offer the
sacramental Rite of Reconciliation of a Penitent to individuals.
			
Congregational Role: Participate, Leadership, Commitment
			
Vestry Role: Encourage, Support, Leadership, Financial Support
			
Interim Role: Communication, Counseling, Support
Goal #2: Ensure a Balanced Parish Budget Now and into the Future
We will initiate specific activities to eliminate a deficit in our operating budget.
a. Bring the 2020 operating budget into balance.
			
Congregational Role: Participate in a supplemental pledge drive, understand budget
			specifics, serve on Stewardship and Audit Committees
			
Vestry Role: Evaluate budget line reductions, participate in a budget review, share budget 			
information w/congregation
			
Interim Role: Participate in budget review process. Preach on the connection between 			
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one’s spiritual life and stewardship of time, treasure, and talent.
b. Look at all expenses with a focus on how those expenses would maximize growth of the
congregation and contribute to outreach.
			
Congregational Role: Serve as greeters, leverage group/committee activities that engage
			with the public.
			
Vestry Role: Develop a visitor brochure, add “How did you hear about us?” question to
			Welcome Table sign-up book.
			
Interim Role: Provide content to printed materials, guidance and support to greeters.
c. Make finances more transparent.
			
Congregational Role: Attend educational sessions, ask questions, demonstrate interest in
			finances, demonstrate confidence in Vestry decisions, volunteer to serve on Stewardship,
			Budget, and Audit Committees.
			
Vestry Role: Leadership, Communication, participate in a special Vestry meeting hosted
			by Treasurer to increase knowledge of financial matters, put monthly financial reports on
			
parish website
			
Interim Role: Leadership, Communication, put annual report on parish website.
Goal #3: Increase Outreach with our Neighbors on Whidbey Island
We will consider outreach as both financial support to our Whidbey Island community as well as
initiating and promoting activities that allow St. Augustine’s parishioners to engage with the public in
meaningful ways. (Note: This goal is associated with implementation of the “Locally Centered” element
of the Diocesan vision.)
a. Improve our “Invitation to Community with Us” through an improved newcomers
program, informational brochures, bookmarks, etc.
			
Congregational Role: Greet those who appear to be new or visiting.
			
Vestry Role: Intentionally engage those who are new to the congregation/visitors. Provide
			Interim with information on interests of those new to the congregation. Develop new
			materials for the Welcome Table.
			
Interim Role: Leadership, Communication
b. Initiate deliberate outreach to the larger community through less formal, innovative, and
non-traditional engagement opportunities hosted by St. Augustine’s.
“Out of the Box and into the Woods”
Congregational Role: Come up with ideas, advertise events, participate in programs and invite
others to participate
Vestry Role: Financial contribution to our Evangelism and Outreach Fund from our Endowment
withdrawal.
Interim Role: Leadership, Communication, Participation
c. Increase service to our community through increased financial support to local nonprofits using funds from our annual Endowment withdrawal.
Congregational Role: Serve on Mission Sunday Offering Committee, make recommendations to
committee.
			
Vestry Role: Add money to the MSO fund in order to add four additional recipients from
			Central Whidbey. Add four “Super Recipients” to MSO (one per quarter).
			
Interim Role: Leadership, Communication
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will discover other creative ideas for building
community in our local neighborhoods.

News from The Caring Ministry:

Neighbor Helping Neighbor
Eileen Jackson on behalf of the Caring Ministry

A

t the final January adult forum, the Caring Ministry presented the new Neighbor
Helping Neighbor directory and accompanying
Whidbey Island map that shows where members
of our congregation are located. The directory
will be available on the St. Augustine Episcopal
Church website and is password protected for
the security of members. To access it, use the
same password as the official directory.

Look for a future article by Gail Correll about
preparing for an emergency like an earthquake
in our area.

We hope that you will be able to take advantage
of the directory and use it as a resource in many
ways. You could use it to organize a potluck
or afternoon tea, or connect with a walking
companion. If you need a ride to Church or
an errand or emergency assistance, knowing
there are neighboring congregation members
nearby to call on can help. We hope that you

St. A’s at the Movies

Q

Teresa Di Biase

uick: what do a French chef in a remote area of Denmark, the residents
of a southern African shanty-town, a seven-year-old recipient of a suitcase full of cash, and an affluent commuter who takes a life-changing shortcut
through a ghetto have in common? If you said they were all characters from
films featured in St. A’s at the Movies, you’d be right!
St. A’s goes to the movies every second Tuesday afternoon of the month. We
watch stories that both entertain and make us think and feel. There’s always
free popcorn and a lively post-movie discussion.

Next up on March 10 is The Gift, the story of two young brothers who have different ideas about how to
spend a fortune that literally drops from above. The Rev. Wayne Bacus, a Lutheran pastor who worships
with us from time to time, will host the screening at 2:30 pm in Campbell Hall.
Have a favorite movie to suggest with a spiritual message? Email Teresa Di Biase at suisinfar@hotmail.com.
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Mission Sunday Offering March 2020

Dick Hall

“Helping Hand of South Whidbey is an example of a nonprofit organization that came

into existence primarily because there was a group of Christians looking for a place to use their
skills, interests, experiences, and training in a Christian ministry of service.” The March MSO
offering spotlights Helping Hand of South Whidbey—an organization in which St. Augustine’s
has had a special connection that began with its founding. The efforts of Fr. Bill Burnett and Judy
Yeakel were instrumental in launching Helping Hand of South Whidbey.

Helping Hand operates as an ecumenical discretionary fund, providing monetary assistance
to individuals and families facing a financial crisis. Helping Hand volunteer
caseworkers come from South Whidbey churches, including St. Augustine’s.
They conduct intake interviews, assess needs, and make decisions about
providing financial assistance. This assistance is designed to solve an immediate
crisis which most often involves rent or energy bills. Through Helping Hand
grants, many South Whidbey residents have been able to avoid eviction from
their homes or a disconnect of their electric power. During 2019, Helping Hand
assisted a total of 582 adults and 102 children. Grants totaling $84,498 were
distributed by Helping Hand to individuals and families in need. Helping Hand
Keeping the
also assisted individuals by making 208 referrals to governmental and nonLights On
governmental agencies.
A breakdown of the major areas of assistance provided individuals for 2019 follows:
Rent and mortgage - $38,694
Puget Sound Energy - $22,424
Propane - $2,883
Telephone/internet - $2,138
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Mission Sunday Offering: continued

Cell phones and minutes - $2,005
Water - $2,896
Auto repair/tires/payments/ license - $5,380
Temporary lodging expenses for homeless, storage - $855
Helping Hand is funded through donations from churches, individuals, community organizations,
and charitable trusts. In 2019 Helping Hand received $74,422 from these non-governmental
sources. Major donations included $17,217 from churches, $28,991 from individual private
donations, $20,500 from foundation grants, $3,329 from Helping Hand salmon dinner and raffle
fund raisers, $1598 from businesses, and $2,500 from secular not-for-profit organizations.
St. Augustine’s has been very generous to Helping Hand both through individual parishioner
donations and corporately as a parish.
In addition to treasure, St. Augustine’s has also been a source of talent for Helping Hand. Currently,
Cathy Haworth is on the Helping Hand Board of Directors, while Dick Hall is a staff caseworker.
Helping Hand encourages those with an interest in social work to join the Helping Hand staff.
Contact Dick Hall or Cathy Haworth if interested in volunteering your services.
The teaching of Jesus as recorded in Matthew 25 best describes the Christian vision of Helping
Hand—
‘For I was hungry and you gave me food; I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink; I was
a stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked and you gave me clothing . . . . Truly I tell you, just
you did this to the one of the least of these who are members of my family you did it unto me.’
Individual donations to Helping Hand may be sent by mail to Helping Hand, PO
Box 661, Langley, WA 98260, or online through the Helping Hand website at www.
helpinghandofsouthwhidbey or delivered personally to Helping Hand’s office in Freeland
at the Trinity Lutheran Church Community Building, 18341 State Route 525, during office
hours. Helping Hand is staffed daily Monday through Friday from 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM.
Phone (360) 221-7777
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Blessing of the Animals
Other-worldly eyes glint off the serrated edge
of disorder become our scrap of a world.
The specter of violence rips a wing
from the shoulders of Gabriel,
leaving only fragments behind.
We mourn the disappearance
of animals, newly martyred saints
once sublime, now glimmers gone dark.
Without the animals we would
die of loneliness* Chief Seattle
Laura Moore 2/14/2020
Editor’s note: Laura Moore is a Coupeville Red Book Poet.
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What is prayer?
Prayer is responding to God, by
thought and deeds, with or without words.
What is Christian prayer?
Christian prayer is response to
God the Father, through Jesus
Christ, in the power of the Holy
Spirit.
from “Prayer and Worship,” the Catechism, The Book
of Common Prayer, pg. 856

